IMRON CORPORATION

ABOUT US

Introduction: Founded in 1997, Imron Corporation is
a major provider of Security Management Systems to
brand name manufacturers around the world. Today,
the IS2000 suite of scalable products is also available
directly through systems integrators, providing
advanced access control, alarm monitoring, CCTV
interfacing, digital video surveillance, and seamless
integration for multiple third party systems.
History: As a proven creator of licensed private
labeled systems and software to manufacturers, Imron
Corporation is a recognized leader for systems
integration and software development with customers
based worldwide.
Early products were first used by large-scale facilities
to bridge the gap between separate systems from
various manufacturers. These successes lead to the
creation of private labeled systems and software for
manufacturers to sell under their own brand names,
providing integration solutions to large proprietary
dealer groups.
In 2003, Imron Corporation expanded its operations to
include complete system solutions direct to systems
integrators, combining its state of the art software and
field proven and reliable hardware in one value
conscious package, the IS2000.
Reliability: Our commitment is to bring tomorrow's
technology today. Our focus is on providing this while
retaining our reputation for designing reliable systems
and components that our customers count on every
day.
With more than 100,000 total control panels installed
and MTBF (mean time between failure) of greater than
1 million hours, the heart of the IS2000 has twice the
reliability of most commercially available PCs and hard
drives.
For more information on Imron Corporation Systems,
please contact us directly or speak with your
Authorized IS2000 Systems Integrator.
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Our Customers: The majority of our installations
worldwide have been sold through our private label
relationships with brand name hardware companies.
Using their own brand names, these companies have
combined our software systems with their own control
systems or have sold our product mix of software and
hardware bundled with their own products.
The Imron Corporation software and hardware platform
has been installed and field-tested in more than a
thousand sites throughout the world.
Private Branded – For more than 7 years our products
have been sold to end users using our hardware
platform for applications ranging from 1 to 1,000 doors.
Most of these have been in the 4 to 256 door size,
using the same basic platform as the IS2000 offers
today. More than a dozen of these systems have been
installed at large global operations that use the system
to monitor and control hundreds of remote sites to this
day.
Radionics® – Since 1998, our software was adapted to
monitor and control large networks of primarily alarm
and access control systems for Radionics, a leading
name in security. Our PC9000 prize winning software
with more than one thousand sites installed, these
systems are mostly 2 to16 doors, and several are being
used as proprietary monitoring points for large
industrial and warehouse facilities.
PAC International – Following our earlier successes we
introduced in 2001 a private label software package
called VISION® that has provided a global access
company with their newest generation of 32-bit network
software for their dealers around the world. Sales of
these systems have soared and are now widely
accepted in 16 to 1,000 door applications.
You can rest assured with your choice of the IS2000
system in the confidence that thousands of satisfied
clients have already experienced the reliability,
capability and value that will soon be yours.
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